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FUBINI PRODUCTS OF LIMINAL C*-ALGEBRAS
WITH HAUSDORFF SPECTRA

SEUNG-HYEOK KYE

1. Introduction.

Let A and B be C*-algebras and A®B denote the minimal tensor
product of A and B. After Tomiyama [l1J introduced the notion of
Fubini product A®FB of A and B, it has been proved to be useful to
study some pathological properties of minimal tensor products [1, 4, 8,
12, 13J. Tomiyama [l1J also proved that if A is subhomogeneous, that
is, every irreducible representation of A is finite dimensional with bound
ed dimension, then A isa C*-algebra with trivial Fubini products,
i. e., A®FB=A®B for all C*-algebra B.

By using the techniques of Wassermann [12, 13J, Huruya [5J gave
an example of C*-algebra whose irreducible representations are all finite
dimensional but which has a nontrivial Fubini product. So, it is only
natural to consider the converse of Tomiyama's result. In this vein, the
author [9J showed that the converse is true for AF C*-algebras. The
purpose of this note is to prove the converse of the Tomiyama's result
for the class of liminal C*-algebras with Hausdorff spectra.

The structures of liminal C*-algebras with Hausdorff spectra are well
understood through the theory of continuous fields of C*-algebras, and
we follow Dixmier's book [3J for the related notations and terminologies.
Also, til, (ge) (respectively,x (ge) ) denotes the C*-algebra of all bounded
linear (respectively compact) operators on the seperable Hilbert space
ge, throughout this note.

In Section 2, we review definitions and some basic properties of Fu
bini products. Section 3 is devoted to an extension of Kirchberg's result
[7J on exact C*-algebras, which will be useful for the proof of the
main theorem in the last section.
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2. Preliminaries.

To begin with, let us recall the definition of Fubini product. Let
A, B, C and D be C*-algebras with As;;;C and Bs;;;D. For t[JEC* (respec
tively </JED*), there exists a unique bounded linear map (called the
slice map) R,p: C@D...".D (respectively L",: C@D...".C) such that
R",(c@d) =,p(c)d (respectively L",(c@d)=</J(d)c) for cEC and dED.
The Fubini product F(A, B, C@D) of A and B with respect to C@D is
defined by

F(A, B, C@D) = {xEC@D ; R",(x) EB, L",(x) EA
for all t[JEC*, cjJED*} .

Let A and B be fixed C*-algebras. Although the Fubini products
F(A, B, C@D) of A and B depend on C@D, they are all isomorphic
and constitute the largest among them if C*-algebras C and D are in
jective [5J. We denote by A®FB anyone of these isomorphic Fubini
products of A and B.

Let Mn denote the C*-algebra of all nXn matrices over complex field,
and M (respectively Mo) be the l""-sum (respectively co-sum) of the
family {Mn} of C*-algebras. That is,

M= {(Xn) E n:= M n ; supllxzlI<oo}
M o= {(Xn) E n:=1 M n ; limllxnll =O} .

Then M o is just the example of Huruya [5J mentioned in the introduc
tion:

Jg (a) @Mo~F(t/6 (a), M o' Jg (a) @M).

The following two lemmas deal with C*-subalgebras and C*-quotients
for Fubini products in some special cases, which are useful for our main
theorem.

LEMMA 2.1. Let A and C be nuclear C*-algebras with As;;;C. If Cis
a C*-algebra with trivial Fubini products, then so is A.

Proof. See [9, Lemma 3. 1].

LEMMA 2.2. Let a : D...".E be a surjective *-homomorphism between C*
algebras and B be a C*-subalgebra of D. If A is a C*-algebra then we
have

(2.1) (lA®a) (F(A, B, A®D» f;F(A, a(B), A@E).
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Furthermore, if Ker a ~ B then the equality holds in (2. 1).

Proof. If zEF(A, B, A®D) then RIO «IA®a) (z» =a(Rq,(z» Ea(B)
for all ¢EA*. So, we have (IA®a) (z) EF(A, aCE), A®E). For the
converse, let wEF(A, a(B), A®E). Then we can find zEA®D such
that (IA®a) (z) =w. Now,

a (Rtj>(z» =Rq,( (IA®a) (z» =R16 (w) Ea(B)

for all ¢EA*. So, Rtj>(z) EB+Kera=B for all ¢EA*, and zEF(A,
B, A®D). Hence, w= (lA®a) (z) E (I A®a) (F(A, B, A®D».

3. Exact C*-algebras.

Now, we recall that a C*-algebra A is C*-exact if

A®J=F(A, J, A®E)

for every C*-algebra B and its· two-sided norm-closed ideal J. Note
that the Fubini product F(A, J, A®B) of the right side is just the kernel
of the *-homomorphism A®B~A® (B / J) in general. In the literature
[2,7J, one can find several conditions which are equivalent to C*
exactness in terms of Fubini product. Especially, Kirchberg [7, Theorem
1. 1] showed that if

A®J7( (fle) =F(A, iX (!Je), A®£ (!Je»

then A is C*-exact.
Let En be a fixed C*-algebra which admits a finite-dimensional irre

ducible representation with dimension larger than or equal to n, for n=
1, 2, ... , and denote by E (respectively Eo) the lOO-sum (respectively Co
sum) of {En; n=I, 2, ...}, throughout this section. We show that £(!Je)
(respectively J7( (!Je» can be replaced by E (respectively Eo) in the
above mentioned Kirchberg's result.

LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a C*-algebra and xEA®Mn. Then for any
e>O, there exist a completely positive contraction:W: Mn~En such that

11 (IA®W) (x) 1I>llxll-e.

Proof. By [6, Lemma 2J (see also [10, Lemma 2.7J), there exist
completely positive contractions W: Mn~En and V; En~Mn such that

11 VW-idllcb< 11:11 .

Then, we have
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and it follows that

IIxll-e<lI(lA®V) (lA®W) (x) II:s::11 (lA®W) (x) II.
LEMMA 3.2. Let A and B be C*-algebras and sEA®B. Then, we have

(3.1) IIsll=sup {II (lA®V) (s) II ; V is a completely positive
contraction from B to Em n=l, 2, ..•}.

Proof. Let e>O be given. For a completely positive contraction V:
B-Mn we can choose, by Lemma 3.1, a completely positive contrac
tion W: M -En such that

II (lA®W) (lA®V) (s) II~II (lA®V) (s) II-e.
Now, WV: B-En is a completely positive contraction and we have

II (lA® WV) (s) II~ II (lA® V) (s) II-e.
Hence, the right side of (3.1) is larger than or equal to

IIsll = sup {II (lA® V) (s) II ; V is a completely positive contraction
from B to Mm n=l, 2, ...},

which is the equality proved in [7, Lemma 2.3J.

In order to follow the proof of [7, Theorem 1.lJ, we adopt all
notations in [7J such as m(B), co(b) and Pn. Let S be the set of all
completely positive contractions V from m (B) into E such that
V(co(B» ~Eo·

THEOREM 3.3. Let A be a C*-algebra. Then, A is C*-exact if and
only if

F(A, Eo. A®E) =A®Eo·

Proof. The arguments of [7J go well except that of [7, Lemma
2.3J, for which we will give the following subsitute:

LEMMA 3.4. Let tEA®m(B). Then we have
i) tEA®co(B) if and only if (lA®V) (t) EA®Eo for every VES.
ii) tEF(A,co(B),A®m(B» if and only if (lA®V)(t) EF(A, Eo,

A®E) for every VES.

Proof. Assume that t E A®m (B) \A®co (B) . Then, there exists a
strictly increasing sequence {v(n) ; n=l, 2, ...}such that II (lA®Pv(n) (t) II
>2e, for all n=l, 2, ... So, by Lemma 3.2, there exists completely
positive contractions Vn : B-Ev(n) such that
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II (lAQ9Vn) (lAQ9P~(n)) (t) lI>e
for all n=l, 2, ..• If we define V: m(B)~E by

V(bh b2, ... ) = (0, ...,0, VI (b~(l)), 0) ..., 0, V2(b~(2))' .••),

where each Vn(b~(n)) is in the v(n)-th position, then YES.
Let 11:n ; E~En denote the projection onto the n-th component. Then,

every sEAQ9Eo satisfies limn-oil (lAQ911:n) (s) 11=0. But, we have

II (lAQ911:~(,,)) (lAQ9 V) (t) II = II (lAQ9 Vn) (lAQ9P~(,,)) (t) 1128
for all n=1,2, ..., which shows that (lAQ9V) (t) EAQ9E\A0Eo. The
remaining statements are easy.

4. Main Result.

Throughout the remainder of this note, let A denote a liminal C*
algebra with Hausdorff spectrum T, and.;J= ((A(t)tET' F) be the conti
nuous field of C*-algebras defined by A. Then, by [3, Theorem
10. 5. 4J, we have

A~ {xEF ; limllx(t) II=O}.
'_00

THEOREM 4. 1. Let A be a liminal C*-algebra with Hausdorff spectrum.
Then, A is a C*-algebra with trivial Fubini products if and only if A
is subhomogeneous.

Proof. It suffices to prove the necessity. To do this, we assume that
A is not subhomogeneous and show that A has a nontrival Fubini
product. We consider the following two cases:

Case I: A has an infinite-dimensional irreducible representation.

In this case, we have A (to) =JK (Be) for some toE T. Define A(t) =
A(t) for t=l=to and A (to) =tI3(Be). Let A be the set of yE n,ETA (t) such
that tl~lIy(t) II is continuous on T and y coincides to some xEF on the
set T\ {to}. Then, there exists a unique subset r of n,ETA(t) contain
ing A such that .;J= (A (t) , r) is a continuous field of C*-algebras on
T. Put

A= {XEr ; limllx(t) II=O}.'_00
Then, A is naturally embedded in A. We define a : A-tI3(Be) by a(y)
=y(to) for yEA. Then a is surjective and a (A) =JK(Be) ~tI3(oe).

Furthermore Ker a~A. So, we have
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(1A®a) (F(I?, (ue) , A, I?, (ue) ®A) =F(I?, (ue), a (A), I?, (ue) ®I?, (ue».

by Lemma 2. 2. But, we know that the Fubini product of the right side
is nontrivial [13, Theorem 8J, which implies that A also has a non
trivial Fubini product in the left side.

Case II: Every irreducible representation of A is finite-dimensional.

We can write T= U ::':IT(n) , where T(n) is the set of all irreducible
representations whose dimensions are less than or equal to n. Then T(n)
is closed [3, Proposition 3. 6. 3J and T is of second category because T
is locally compact [3, Corollary 3. 3. 8J. Now, it is easy to see that
there exist a strictly increasing sequence In;} of natural numbers and
sequences {V;} of open subsets in T such that ViC T(n;) \ T(n;-1).

Put S= U~l V;, and let 1'3/ Vi= ((A (t) tEVi' F v ) and f31 s= (A (t) tES, F s)

be the continuous fields induced on V;(i=1, 2, ...) and S, respectively.
Define

E;= {xEFvi ; limllx(t) 11=0
t_oo

Eo= {xEFs ; limllx(t)II=O}.
t_oo

Then, since each E; is n;-homogeneous and Eo is the co-sum of {E;;
i=1, 2, ...}, it follows that Eo has a nontrivial Fubini product by The
orem 3.3. Also, there exists an embedding Eo~A defined by xl-x,
where

x(t) =(x(t), for tES
0, for t$S.

Now, both A and Eo are nuclear C*-algebras and we see that A is
a C*-algebra with a nontrivial Fubini product by Lemma 2. 1. This
completes the proof.

Added in proof: Professor Huruya and the author showed that
Theorem 4.1 holds for general C*-algebras in their paper "Fubini
products of C*-algebras and applications to C*-exactness".
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